Abstract Abnormal brain tumor vasculature has recently been highlighted by a dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI processing technique. The technique uses independent component analysis (ICA) to separate arterial and venous perfusion. The overlap of the two, i.e. arteriovenous overlap or AVOL, preferentially occurs in brain tumors and predicts response to anti-angiogenic therapy. The effects of contrast agent leakage on the AVOL biomarker have yet to be established. DSC was acquired during two separate contrast boluses in ten patients undergoing clinical imaging for brain tumor diagnosis. Three components were modeled with ICA, which included the arterial and venous components. The percentage of each component as well as a third component were determined within contrast enhancing tumor and compared. AVOL within enhancing tumor was also compared between doses. The percentage of enhancing tumor classified as not arterial or venous and instead into a third component with contrast agent leakage apparent in the time-series was significantly greater for the first contrast dose compared to the second. The amount of AVOL detected within enhancing tumor was also significantly greater with the second dose compared to the first. Contrast leakage results in large signal variance classified as a separate component by the ICA algorithm. The use of a second dose mitigates the effect and allows measurement of AVOL within enhancement.
Introduction
High-grade gliomas are malignant brain tumors characterized by high infiltrative capacity and the ability to generate neoplastic vasculature. Termed angiogenesis, this development of new blood vessels is necessary to maintain high proliferation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Brain tumor vascularity therefore provides not only a potential therapeutic target, but also a focus for qualitative and quantitative characterization with medical imaging.
Several MR perfusion imaging techniques have been developed to aid in the diagnosis of cerebrovascular disorders [6] . Dynamic susceptibility contrast MR (DSC-MR) imaging is dynamically gathered during the rapid bolus dose of contrast agent. DSC has gained clinical use because it identifies regions of abnormal tissue perfusion [7] and because it utilizes several quantitative measurements to characterize the brain's hemodynamics. In neuro-oncology, DSC-MRI provides preoperative insight into the histology of the neoplastic tissue [8] , as well as distinguishes treatment effect such as radiation necrosis from true tumor recurrence [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
A recent publication has demonstrated that areas classified by applying independent component analysis (ICA) to DSC data, as both arterial and venous (termed ArterioVenous OverLap or AVOL) occur in greater proportion within tumor than normal tissue [14] . This study goes on to find that the change in the volume of AVOL within tumor predicted overall survival following treatment with the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitor bevacizumab. Patients that showed an overall decrease in volume of AVOL had an increased median survival of 399 days versus 153 days for patients showing an increase in AVOL [14] . AVOL therefore appears to have potential as a non-invasive biomarker for characterizing tumor vascularity and evaluating treatment efficacy.
The AVOL biomarker is derived from ICA applied to DSC imaging. It is unclear, however, what effect contrast agent leakage has on the generation of AVOL maps, as normal intact vasculature lacks leakage. The previously published AVOL study used DSC data gathered during a second contrast agent dose [14] . Because collection of DSC data during a second bolus is not a universal practice, it is necessary to determine the effect of different contrast dosing techniques on the AVOL biomarker. This will provide evidence as to whether a second dose is requisite for AVOL calculation.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect leakage has on the AVOL biomarker. We first hypothesized that during an initial dose, voxel time-series affected by contrast leakage would comprise an additional component (i.e. not arterial or venous). Second, we hypothesized that a greater percentage of voxels within enhancing tumor would be classified as AVOL following a reduction in leakage due to administration of a second dose.
Methods
Ten patients with high-grade, contrast-enhancing gliomas were enrolled following informed consent. Subject information including tumor grade and type can be found in Table 1 . At the time of imaging, five of the ten study patients had yet to undergo surgical resection, three had undergone resection, and two had undergone tumor biopsy without resection.
Images were acquired on a 1.5T MRI scanner (GE, Waukesha, WI). The first dose of 0.1 mmol/kg (pre-load) dose of gadodiamide (Omniscan) contrast agent was administered as single shot gradient-echo (GE) echo-planar imaging was collected. Clinical post-contrast T1-weighted imaging was then obtained followed by a second bolus of 0.2 mmol/kg gadodiamide, during which DSC data was again gathered with the same acquisition parameters [15] . 13 slices of DSC data were acquired with the following parameters: 5 mm, skip 1.mm slice prescription, fat suppression, 90°flip angle, TE: 30 ms, TR: 1 s, field of view: 220 9 220 mm 2 , matrix size: 128 9 128, and voxel size: 172 9 5 9 5 mm 3 [15] . A 90°flip angle was chosen to maximize the leakage susceptibility of the acquisition.
Pre-processing of the DSC data consisted of the removal of the first 4 time points and motion correction using MCFLIRT (FMRIB tool library). Data was then processed using probabilistic independent component analysis [16, 17] as implemented in MELODIC (FMRIB tool library). Three components were extracted from the each dose's DSC acquisition. Arterial and venous components were manually identified based on the neuroanatomical landmarks involved [18] , utilizing the T1?Contrast (T1?C) scan as a reference underlay. Two independent observers (MKD and PSL) manually classified components as arterial, venous [14] , or the third component. If disagreement occurred, a consensus was reached on a case-by-case basis. One patient had a severe motion artifact that occurred during one of their scans. This artifact comprised enough signal variance that the ICA algorithm modeled it as one of the three components. Rather than misclassifying this component, ICA was rerun modeling 4 components to account for this large source of variance. This resulted motion free arterial, venous, and leakage components.
Following manual classification of the statistically thresholded component maps (mixture modeled, alternative hypothesis testing p [ 0.5 vs. null [16] ), custom developed in-house scripts utilizing AFNI software [19] (afni.nimh. nih.gov/afni) were employed to identify voxels with overlapping arterial and venous components (AVOL regions). Data from both doses was processed in this way. To compare AVOL maps from the first and second DSC acquisitions, contrast-enhancing tumor regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn on the T1?C images acquired in the same slice prescription as the DSC data. Non-enhancing areas within external tumor margins including resection cavities, necrotic cores, and biopsy sites, were excluded. The enhancing tumor regions of interest were then resampled to the DSC voxel resolution for proper AVOL comparison using a nearest neighbor interpolation. To address the first hypothesis, the percentage of enhancing tumor occupied by each individual independent component (arterial, venous, and leakage) was calculated and compared across the two time points using a paired t test. The percentage of AVOL within enhancing tumor for each dose was similarly tested to address the second hypothesis. A Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons established p \ 0.0125 as the level of significance.
To visualize the temporal dynamics of the group DSC signals, the mean DR2* was calculated for each patient. The individual DSC sessions were temporally synched by aligning the TR with the largest temporal change (i.e. the initial jump in DR2*) within the arterial component.
To ensure the untreated GBMs within the heterogeneous patient population were not skewing the results, the percentage of enhancing tumor occupied by each individual independent component (arterial, venous, and leakage) was calculated and compared between the untreated GBM and all others using a t test. The percentage of AVOL within enhancement was also compared. Figure 1 demonstrates the average DR2* signal for each component across the two doses. The effect of leakage is clearly seen in the first dose, yet mitigated with the second dose, where signal is shown from a mask defined by the leakage component from the first dose. Figure 2 shows two representative patients and the spatial extent of each component as well as the respective overlapping voxels present in both doses. Figure 3 shows the percentage of tumor occupied by each of the three ICA components for each dose. As illustrated, the data supports our first hypothesis that the third or leakage-affected component is significantly more prevalent in tumor when comparing the first dose to the second dose (p \ 0.001). This suggests that leakage alters the signal within enhancing voxels enough that the algorithm classifies a greater proportion in the first dose scan as an independent component. Figure 4 shows AVOL as a percentage of enhancing tumor compared to dose. AVOL comprises a significantly greater percentage of enhancing tumor during the second dose versus the first (p \ 0.01). The data supports our hypothesis that AVOL is significantly affected by the contrast leakage effect in the first dose acquisition compared with acquisition during a second contrast dose. 
Results

Discussion
This study explored how leakage effects the application of ICA to DSC MRI in cases of high-grade brain cancer. Our study found that contrast leakage into tumor occurring during the initial dose of contrast agent generated a large enough source of variance that it altered the ICA component classification. This was quantified by measuring the percentage of enhancing tumor occupied by arterial, venous, and a third ICA component (leakage-affected). The percentage of enhancing tumor represented in the leakage component was significantly lower during the second dose compared to the first. In addition, the percentage of venous contribution rose significantly with the second dose. This study also found that the contrast leakage effect significantly decreased the amount of enhancing tumor with overlapping arterial and venous components (AVOL). This study provides evidence that a second dose of contrast in DSC perfusion imaging is likely necessary for maximizing the percentage of enhancement classified as AVOL.
DSC derived rCBV has been shown to be correlated with tumor grade [20] [21] [22] and vascularity [23, 24] , and is predictive of patient survival [25] . Leakage of contrast agent from the vasculature into tumor tissue during bolus injection confounds DSC derived rCBV [26] . The injection of a second contrast dose has been shown to greatly mitigate the leakage effect [15, 26, 27] , though disagreement exists as to its necessity [28] . The varied number of post processing techniques also complicates this issue [15] . ICA is a technique that objectively separates major sources of variance in dynamically acquired MRI data. Following its first use in fMRI [29] , ICA has shown promising utility in analyzing brain activity when applied to fMRI [30] and EEG data [31] . ICA has also been used to differentiate the major phases of cerebral perfusion and their corresponding vessels [14, 18, 32, 33] . Constraining the ICA algorithm to three components adequately segregates the arterial and venous component based on their tissue perfusion characteristics [14, 18] . The third component is, however, subject to variability and in this study has been dominated by contrast leakage.
One of the more interesting aspects of our study was that while the proportion of venous component in tumor was significantly increased following the use of a second dose, Note the dominance of the second dose's venous component within the enhancing tumor (teal). The bottom two rows show the AVOL within enhancement resulting from the first and second dose DSC acquisitions. Note the percentage of enhancement classified as AVOL is markedly increased for the second dose the same correction for contrast leakage did not lead to a significant increase in the arterial percentage in tumor. One possible explanation for this heterogeneity is that VEGF induces angiogenesis of ''mother vessels'' which stem from preexisting venules [34] . Since the first vessels involved in angiogenesis stem from the venous side of the circulation, it is reasonable to assume that these new vessels would exhibit venous characteristics, and therefore would preferentially segregate as venous component when analyzed with ICA. Without histological validation, however, we can only speculate. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the arterial and venous components. It should be noted that the third component in each patient, especially in the first dose data, highlighted the tumor and the choroid plexus. This left all of the normal white matter (WM) unclassified in any component. This is likely explained by the greater percentage of microvasculature leading to a lower signal to noise ratio (SNR). Because the maps considered for this analysis were statistically thresholded, these voxels fell short, and therefore belonged to no component in particular. Modeling a greater number of components would presumably lead to a component specifically highlighting WM [32] . We chose to model three components because previous studies have shown maximal spatial repeatability of the arterial and venous components occurs when three are modeled [35, 36] .
There are several limitations to this study. Though our limited sample size of ten patients proved to be sufficient for measuring statistical significance, future studies with larger, more homogeneous populations are warranted. The small number recruited also meant that data could not be excluded if large motion artifacts were present. As mentioned in the methods section, one patient's motion resulted in a large artifact. This was corrected by including an additional component in the ICA to model the variance associated. Also, as is the case in most fMRI ICA analyses, there is an element of subjectivity involved in classifying ICA components as arterial or venous. We remedied this by having two independent observers classify the components, then compare. Any disagreements were identified and a consensus was reached on a case-by-case basis. Four of the 60 total components required a consensus.
Another confound to this analysis is the large patient population heterogeneity. Five of the ten patients were scanned prior to any intervention for GBM's later pathologically confirmed. Two patients had lower grade III tumors and surgically, three had undergone resection, and two had undergone tumor biopsy without resection. These patients were treated with radiation and undergoing temozolomide treatment at the time of scanning. To ensure these patients were not skewing the results, we ran an additional analysis comparing the percentages of vascular components present within enhancement, and AVOL for each dose to the other five pre-treatment GBMs. We found no statistical differences between the groups save for GBMs trending towards significantly greater percentage of pre-load arterial component within enhancement. This suggests that untreated GBMs contain greater proportions of arterial like vasculature versus grade III and treated tumors. More research is necessary to determine the tumor grade dependence of ICA-DSC metrics.
Having established that a second dose of contrast agent is needed to maximize percentage of AVOL, future research should further explore the utility of the biomarker. In order to identify the role that ICA has in MR perfusion studies, exploration should be made into the repeatability of ICA in its application to DSC data. If it is validated, additional research can further explore the applications of ICA to MR perfusion data in order to better characterize the cerebrovasculature in cancer and stroke patients as well as in healthy individuals. In summary, we find that contrast leakage provides a significant source of variance in first contrast dose DSC data upon analysis with ICA. This variance occurs preferentially in the tumor margin due to the presence of ''leakier'' vasculature, causing ICA to model the majority of tumor as its own component. The variance caused by leakage effectively masks the vasculature within the tumor margin, and leads to an underestimation of venous ICA component and arterio-venous overlap (AVOL) inside tumor. Acquiring DSC data after administration of a second contrast dose significantly mitigates the contrast leakage effect, and results in a larger portion of AVOL within enhancing tumor.
